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On-chip mobile microrobotic transducer for
high-temporal resolution sensing using dynamics

analysis

Hugo Salmona,1, Laurent Courauda, Gilgueng Hwanga,∗

aCentre for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, French National Research Center (CNRS),
Route de Nozay, Marcoussis 91460, France

Abstract

Untethered mobile magnetic microrobots in liquids are under increased investi-

gation with the intended goal to obtain in-vivo transducing applications, mostly

for micromanipulation or cargo transport. Using them as wireless sensors is less

common though it offers a highly controllable and mobile sensing capability at

micrometric scale with the capability to provide information about their dynam-

ics and interaction with their environment. Here a system is proposed which

is fully controllable by calibrated external magnetic fields and high temporal

resolution (> 5000FPS) visual feedback. With the targeted applications being

in microscale fluids, a mobile magnetic microrobot is integrated into an opti-

cally transparent microfluidic chip which demonstrates sensing capabilities. In

these experiments, physical sensing is quantified through microrobot dynamics

analysis of its elementary planar motions (rotary and translational) and these

results are related to local viscosity of fluid and friction from the interfaces.

These results also allow for the characterization of swimming performances,

magnetization and thus help to improve the design of the microrobotic system.

An analysis of transition dynamics also provides complementary measurement
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on the microrobot hydrodynamics and the interaction with its substrate. The

proposed on-chip mobile microrobotic system provides an advantageous testing

platform to further investigate the visual servo automation control towards their

in-vitro or in-vivo applications.

Keywords: Magnetic mobile microrobots; microrobotic sensing;

micromanipulation; microfluidics Submission no: SNA 2018 1236
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Highlights

• upgraded control with fast visual feedback using optical microscopy cou-

pled to real-time object tracking

• translational sensing: backward/forward translational motions and their

substrate influences

• rotary sensing: breakdown phenomenon provides an access to on-chip in-

tegrated local viscometry and magnetometry

1. Introduction

Untethered mobile microrobots for biomedical applications have been a grow-

ing interest for the last decade [1, 2], particularly in liquids environment [3, 4],

corresponding to most of biological applications. They could offer artificial

theranostic tools and their applicative potential remains of high interest. Un-5

like natural biological microswimmers [5, 6], they can be easily manufactured

taking advantage of microelectronics process and provide a high precision trans-

ducing tool. However, microrobotic systems are subject to the predominance

of surface effect: sticking forces (surface tension, Van der Waals interaction,

electrostatic, roughness) - common scale effects [7] leading to unpredictable dy-10

namics [8], as well as liquid viscosity which leads to heavily damped motions

[9, 10]. As a result, microrobots interaction with their environment require

further investigation and more control.

If knowing more about the microborobot structure itself and its swimming

method is still of great interest, its environment and how it interacts with it has15

not been much explored. Environments such as microfluidic chips offer inter-

esting highly controllable and reproducible experimental frameworks to study

robots hydrodynamics [11, 12] and develop in-vitro applications such as single

cell manipulation [13]. Taking advantage of microrobot dynamics, it is possi-

ble to achieve remote interaction taking advantage of periodic motion such as20

rotation [14] or vibration[15].
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Microrobotic in confined microchannels on chip has several advantages:

• reduced contamination and good repeatability [10]

• easy instrumentation

• simplified visual monitoring25

• precise control of physical and chemical external conditions

• enhanced controllability of surface chemistry and roughness (surface treat-

ment, channel section control)

A vast amount of design, material and fabrication processes keep emerging,

providing technologies tailored to targeted applications [16].30

Using mobile microrobots as a sensor is less common at microscopic scale

while it could serve as a highly controllable and mobile sensor of its micrometric

environment [17]. Indeed, they already provide sensing capacities with living

matter in-vitro such as yeast [18], oocytes [13, 19], erythrocyte [20, 21, 22] and

display a high potential for in-vivo applications as well [23]. Though some35

physico-chemical sensing such as pH measurement[24] or O2 concentration[25],

most of these applications focus on force sensing measuring induced stress of

the robot on flexible material.

Getting more information from hydrodynamics could also lead to better char-

acterizations of microrobots and their interaction with liquids media as well as40

phase boundaries (surface tension for liquid-liquid or liquid-air, and electrostatic

forces and roughness for liquid-solid). Among existing sensing methods, it can

mentionend at nanometric scale (< 1µm) that monitoring brownian and rotary

motion of nanoparticles has led to measure chemical and physical properties

of the particles themselves, from size to conformation analyzing their brown-45

ian motion[26] as well as their environment rheology and torque spectroscopy

for rotary motion[27]. At micrometric scale, some µTAS and microfluidic de-

vices embed sensing capacities based on the kinectif of mechanical beams[28],

beads[29] or droplet geometry[30]. Most current robot dynamics studies focus
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on corkscrew motions, investigating the relation between rotary and transla-50

tional motions [4, 31]. Exploring their swimming strategy also allows for the

development of new micromanipulation strategies[17, 11, 32]

We here describe MagPol (for Magnetically polarizable) [33] (see graphical

abstract), a mobile magnetic microrobot (3M) taking advantage of its ferro-

magnetic magnetization, integrated in a microfluidic environment previously55

introduced at IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation [34]

microrobotic competition and considerably improved since. More information

is collected on the micro-environment and robotic systems through high tempo-

ral resolution (> 5000FPS) dynamics analysis taking advantage of an optically

transparent microfluidic chip, transmission lighting and detection algorithm.60

The microrobot is fully controllable by an optimized external magnetic field us-

ing gradients or a uniform magnetic field, giving access to wide range of motion

- including vertical motion and tumbling - and power. Its sensing capabilities

are demonstrated through rotary motion dynamics and extend to translational

motions. In particular, taking advantage of its polarization compared to the65

magnetic field direction, backward and forward motion can be compared. Due

to its robustness to a wide range of physical conditions, the MagPol can be used

to detect the liquid characteristics of unknown, thus hazardous, fluid as well as

determining its own 3M hydrodynamic performances. Finally, we provide anal-

ysis of transition dynamics, providing a complementary analysis to understand70

the complex surface phenomenon of the microrobot with its environment.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Chemicals & materials

Chemicals reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Breda, The Nether-

lands). Solvents were purchased from Carlo Erba (Val-de-Reuil, France). RTV75

615 polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was purchased from Momentive (Colum-

bus, OH). MIF developer were obtained from Microchemicals (Ulm, Germany).

LOR5A, SU-8 2050 and 2075 were obtained from Microchem (Westborough,
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MA, USA). Glass wafers were obtained from Corning (Bagneaux-sur-Loing,

France) and Si wafers from Sil’tronix (Archamps, France). Polymer photomasks80

were printed by Selba (Versois, Switzerland). Harrick plasma cleaner PDC 32G-

2 (Ithaca, NY, USA) could generate 02 plasma permanent bonding. Fluidic

connections and tubing were obtained from Cluzeau Info Labo (Sainte-Foy-La-

Grande, France). The pressure controller was an AF1 from Elvesys (Paris,

France). The electrical connections were purchased at RadioSpare (Beauvais,85

France). Electrical power source was a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter SMU instru-

ment. Biopsy punch were from VWR.

2.2. Microfabrication, from Cr mask lithography to MagPol integration and as-

sembly on chip

The MagPol mask had close to microns details, Cr masks were used to90

achieve optical lithography. A LEICA EBPG 5000+ electron lithography ex-

posed a PMMA layer over a Pyrex thick substrate (2mm) to transfer the pat-

terns. The PMMA photoresist was developped and a thin Cr layer was evapo-

rated on it using a Plassys MEB 550 SL. A lift-off process allowed us to develop

in acetone the structure and obtain the pattern on a Cr mask. A 525µm Si95

wafer was cleaned successively in 1,1,2-Trichloroethene at 60◦C , 2-Propanol

at room temperature and deionized water, then dried using air gun. Firstly,

a PMMA sacrificial layer using standard spinning and baking was spin-coated

on a clean wafer. Secondly, a Cr layer of 30nm was evaporated for adhesion

purpose, followed by a Ni layer of 100nm. SU-8 2050 was spun at 500rpm for100

5−10s with acceleration of 100 rpm/second, then spun at 4000rpm for 30s with

acceleration of 300rpm/s. It was soft baked 2min at 65◦C , 5min at 95◦C, then

cooled down to RT. Light exposure was done using a MJB-4 lithography using

a 310 − 320nm standard bandwidth optical filter to transfer Cr masks. Post

exposure bake was done 1min at 65◦C , 6min at 95◦C, then cooled down to RT.105

Development was achieved using SU-8 developer for 4−5min. Hard baking was

done 1h at 150◦C. The electrolytic growth of Ni over the conductive layer was

achieved in a Ni 0.1M electrolytic bath (composed of a NiSO4 26.2g/L, NiCl2
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3.5g/L and H3BO3 3.1g/L). The sample constituted the anode and a second

electrode was placed at a 1cm distance with a spiral shaped Pt wire. They were110

both connected to a generator which induced a current in the direction of the

platinum electrode and the solution was agitated for 2hours. Finally, a lift-off

using trichloroethylene released the microrobot which then were collected and

rinsed by filtration of the solution. Final thickness of the microrobot could reach

up-to 10µm.115

A Si wafer was cleaned in a similar manner for the microchip fabrication as

for the microrobot. SU-8 2050 was spun at 1500rpm to obtain ≈ 100µm thick

structures. It was soft baked 5min at 65◦C , 20min at 95◦C, then cooled down

to RT. Light exposure was done by MJB-4 lithography using a 310 − 320nm

standard bandwidth optical filter transferring polymer photomasks patterns.120

Post exposure bake was done for 5min at 65◦C , 12min at 95◦C, then cooled

down to RT. Development was achieved using an SU-8 developer for 10−15min.

Hard baking was done for 20min at 150◦C. The obtained mold was cleaned, and

PDMS was poured on it in a Petri dish. After vacuum degassing for 1h, it was

baked in an oven at 85◦C. A polished glass wafer was used as the substrate com-125

bined with PDMS and cleaned using piranha solution (H2SO495%, H2O230%

, 2:1). The chip substrate was diced using a saw-dicing machine (ESEC8003).

Each of the input holes were punched using a biopsy punch. The microrobot

body was picked up and dropped at the center of the main fluidic chamber

using a dust free wiper. To achieve permanent bonding of the chip, PDMS130

molded layers were exposed to O2 plasma (20sccm, 50mT for 2min, 300W) then

sealed them on diced slides. Steel pins were inserted for chip-to-tube interface

0.025OD × 0.017ID, 0.500” length, in PDMS walls to generate a flow in the

chip and renew the solution.

Microrobot and microchannels geometries were monitored througout the dif-135

ferent fabrication steps using scanning electron microscopy, which was achieved

on a Hitachi S4800 and mechanical profilometry achieved on a Dektak 3ST.
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2.3. Helmholtz coils calibration, FEM electromagnetic simulation

Helmholtz and gradient coils magnetic flux were simulated using a 3D fi-

nite element method (FEM) model, achieved on Comsol Multiphysics 4.3a from140

Comsol Lab (Grenoble, France) using AC/DC module. Geometry and wiring

were identical to the fabricated coils from the mechanical device used for mi-

crorobot magnetic control. The electrical circuit was run by 1 A current. Sim-

ulation borders were in a square perimeter of 1 × 1m2. The analyses were

achieved using a free quad mesh with an extremely fine definition. Calibration145

was achieved placing a hall effect probe at the center of the Helmholtz device

held by a mechanical arm. Each axis was calibrated separately, first by find-

ing the optimal angular position of the probe in the coils axis direction, and

secondly by measuring a range of magnetic flux varying electrical power.

2.4. Microrobot magnetic open loop control and dynamics analysis150

Polymer and metallic mechanical supports were fabricated with a three-

dimensional printer and a computer numerical control (CNC) milling machine.

Wiring of coils and assembly were completed at our mechanical workshop and

two types of magnetic setups were developed. Helmholtz pair of coils induced

exclusively uniform field on 3 axes X, Y and Z, inducing exclusively a magnetic155

torque over ferromagnetic particles. Gradient electromagnets on +X, -X, +Y

and -Y had a permalloy core to minimize hysteresis and eddy current losses.

They allowed for the obtainment of a higher magnetic flux in the axial direction

of each coil. The superposition of the emitted magnetic flux induced a pulling

force in each direction of the plane. A defined range of frequency including160

the cut-off frequency was generated and amplified at a sub-millisecond (200µs)

sampling rate. Magnetic coils were voltage-controlled through a data acqui-

sition card (S626 Sensoray, 5kHz sampling frequency) and amplified through

Maxon Motor LSC 30/2 50 W servomotor controller (Neyron, France) 50W

power | V |< 10V and I < 2A. Transmission lighting was achieved using165

a fiber optic visible light illuminator. When it is connected to an Optronis

CL600x2 CMOS camera, it can deliver a bandwidth 655GB/s i.e. 5000 fr /s with
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a 512 × 268px2 resolution. Control was achieved on our custom-built software

platform including a parallel control of visual feedback and magnetic actuation

and a graphical user interface (GUI). If nothing was specified, analyses were170

achieved in 20% isopropyl alcohol diluted in milliQ water medium, allowing for

the maintenance of a sterile and chemically clean chamber and the facilitation

of bubble evacuation.

All trajectories were achieved at constant pressure, in a renewing chamber

in case of bubble contamination. For translational motion analysis, every tra-175

jectory started from the opposite side of the chip, with fixed orientation of the

robot. For rotary motion analysis, the robot was maintained close from the

chamber center. A C# program was developed treating simultaneously signal

emissions and high-throughput data acquisition. Image processing was achieved

using ImageJ, an open source imaging software (ImageJ [35]). From the post-180

processed images, trajectories, kinetics and dynamics could be deduced using

an open source visual servoing platform library (ViSP) blob tracker [36] for

shape detection and moving-edge tracker for edge detection. To determine the

cut-off frequency, the < Ω > of the robot was measured on 10 magnetic cycles

to detect the breakdown phenomenon in a reproducible manner. The frequency185

response scan defined the temporal resolution. The cut-off was defined as the

highest frequency with an average rotation rate < Ω > equals to field pulsation

ωc. A first scan was performed with 10 Hz step to detect the rough cut-off fre-

quency, and then a more precise cut-off frequency was obtained with 1 Hz step

zoom centered on the value. Another strategy for quicker convergence could190

be done using such a dichotomy. It was essential to calibrate the electromag-

netic coil setup prior to the rotary or translational dynamics measurements. All

data analysis and plots were achieved with Matlab 8.1. Supporting information

provide more details of control and imaging processing in SI1 section.
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3. Results and discussion195

3.1. Integrated ultra-thin ferromagnetic microrobot in soft microfluidics

The MagPol inside microfluidic device was fabricated based on MEMS pro-

cess described in Figure 1 schematics. It displayed several improvement com-

pared to [33] and its fabrication is fully detailed in Methods section. With usual

bottom-up techniques, including lithography and electroplating on a Cr/Ni sub-200

strate, its body consisted in a 50nm Cr and a 5−10µm Ni ferromagnetic layer.

In all of our experiments, final thickness was u 5µm but it could be tuned

thanks to electroplating method, above 10µm, the Ni growth was limited by

delamination and high surface roughness. The Ni growth layer was 100nm to

increase conductivity and minimize Joule effect. This was critical to improve the205

grown material density, roughness and allowed to grow a thicker 3M body. Mo-

rover, the PMMA sacrificial allowed to avoid using time consuming and costly

ion beam etching compared to former art. The important volume of ferromag-

netic material allowed for higher magnetization, development of a wider range

of dynamics and thus wider sensing range as can be seen further in our context.210

The robot’s axes of symmetries define the magnetization direction. The

robot’s design - as seen on Figure 2 pictures - defined a clear horizontal axis

following the arms’ direction. It also had the advantage of being easily trackable

for both edge and shape tracking algorithm. The transparency of the whole chip

was a critical choice for imaging and tracking quality. The effective integration215

can be observed in situ in Figure 2. Due to PDMS’s high surface energy, a high

adsorption could be induced and its use was limited to the channels walls by

sealing the chip on a Pyrex slide. This avoided robot adsorption, specifically

during the bonding phase of the fabrication where the surfaces of the chip and

the robot were chemically activated with oxygen reactive species. Another in-220

convenience from this material was gas permeation which caused swelling, air

bubbles in the chamber and polymer release. These inconveniences are well

known from the community [37]. An alternative microfluidic process that is

soon to be published will be proposed to overcome usual silicon oil issues, as
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well as wider thermodynamic conditions, robustness, and highly reproducible225

hydrodynamics characterization, using exclusively glass material.

When a magnetic field is generated on a particle containing ferromagnetic

material magnetized horizontally, the generated force and torque in function of

external magnetic field provides the following equation [38]

F = ∇(m ·B) = msat∂uBu (1)

τ = m×B = mBsin(2(θB − θ))u (2)

m in these equations is the magnetization of the ferromagnetic parts (and230

msat the saturation magnetization), θB is the angle between the direction of

the magnetic flux, u is the unit vector of the direction of the magnetic flux and

∂u is the partial derivative in u direction. In case of planar uniform field, the

generated magnetic field induces exclusively a torque – equation (2) - toward

vertical axis, because of field uniformity and horizontal magnetization. The235

consequence is two angular positions of equilibrium on the symmetrical axis.

Only one is stable and the particle magnetic moment necessarily aligns toward

the field axis. The microrobotic system tends to lock with the magnetic field

oscillations [39]. In case of magnetic gradients, the MagPol aligned toward flux

line and achieved in-plane translational motion as can be seen in Figure 3. This240

force is also known as the magnetophoretic force. MagPol in-plane motion could

be fully controlled by using linear combination of electromagnet’s actuator [33].

Movies 1 and 2 illustrate respectively a gradient field control and a uniform

rotating field.

Ni has the advantage of being cost effective, easy to process and magnetic245

properties are well-known, but recent literature has shown interesting results

using higher magnetic susceptibility and saturation magnetization material like

Nd rare earth alloys[40], mostly because they can reach higher magnetic power.
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3.2. Magnetic control device for low Reynolds environment and heavily damped

system: planar gradients or 3D uniform magnetic field250

In Stokes fluid, solid dynamics are heavily damped. Therefore, any torque

τ or force F applied on a particle is directly related to the particle’s angular

speed and the 3M follows the ordinary differential equation:

γzdtθ − τ = 0 (3)

βv − F = 0 (4)

where γz and β are respectively the angular and linear drag coefficients, θ is the

angular position and dt is the derivative with respect to time.255

Under a horizontal rotating magnetic field, the torque is oriented toward the

vertical axis. If φ = Ωt − θ is named as the rotating phase, it turns previous

equation (2) into:

dtφ+Ωcsin(2φ) = Ω (5)

with a cut-off frequency ΩC = mB
γz

, where m is the magnetization of the

ferromagnetic layer of the robot, B the flux density of the field, Ω its pulsation

and θ the particle’s angular position in horizontal plane. γz is the drag coefficient

due to fluid viscosity and substrate roughness and φ is the phase difference of

the robot angular position with the field phase. By determining the cut-off260

frequency using an iterative method - described further- based on this theoretical

relation, it could give access to environment parameters, as well the microrobot

hydrodynamics.

Two different electromagnetic devices (Helmholtz and Maxwell coils) were

considerably upgraded from former work [34, 33, 17] to achieve reproducible,265

highly sensitive and wide dynamic range measurement of either rotary or trans-

lational motions. It was also confirmed their inductance had a compatible time

constant with the phenomenon measured - see section SI2.
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3.2.1. 3 axis uniform magnetic field

Based on geometric conditions (inter-coils distance = coil radius), Figure 4270

describes the Helmholtz pairs of inductors device which generated a uniform

magnetic flux distribution in the central neighborhood of the coils where the

fluidic chamber was lying. Based on a former optimized design, it was confirmed

by a Hall effect magnetic sensors that the Helmholtz magnetic experimental

platforms had a 20mm x 40mm section with less than 10 % variation of the field275

amplitude for each pair of coils, widely including the microfluidic chamber in

this area. To obtain a sufficient sensing dynamic range, which was dependent of

magnetic flux density amplitude, it was necessary to transfer as much magnetic

power as possible minimizing source-robot distnce and maximizing coils’ current

volume.280

One of the main issue with Helmholtz device is for the same voltage input

a different magnetic amplitude would outcome from two different axes due to

fabrication and assembly imperfections. The consequence was an ellipticity

for rotating field experiments requiring calibration. Calibration and analysis

were among the preliminary challenge of a Helmholtz setup. Uniformity of the285

magnetic field (to avoid elliptic aberration and/or ∇B 6= 0) required a high

fabrication and assembly precision. Compared to former work[33], it required

a quantitative calibration to correct the rotating field ellipticity during circular

motion. The Helmholtz coils were calibrated using Figure 5 calibration curves

to minimize circular magnetic field aberration. It also confirmed the linear trend290

between voltage command and magnetic flux. Though highly reproducible, it

can be noticed on 3rd axis there was some small variations due to mechanical

vibrations. TheR2 coefficient remained above 0.9992 for all axis. The axis slopes

were 1mT/V , 1.2mT/V and 1.5mT/V , and each axis was normalized based on

these values when generating the uniform rotating field. This calibration also295

confirmed magnetic flux in horizontal plan could reach up-to 12mT in linear

regime, which to our knowledge is the double of what is currently proposed in

existing literature using Helmholtz devices[14, 41].
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These magnetic performances allowed us to achieve controlled tumbling mo-

tion with a simple soft ferromagnetic Ni body - see Movie 3, whereas it usually300

is achieved using costly NdFeB body[42, 40]. In Figure SI7 the motion speed

was 3.97mm/s i.e. 7.95bodylength/s, it corresponded to µsliding = 0.9925.Let

notices that two things directly define the speed limitation: adhesion forces and

sliding friction. There is a competition between these two phenomenona and

both of them limit the performances: adhesion forces, which can be overcome305

by a sufficient power magnetic power - see section 1.3, phase the robot out of the

field and at a certain level, cannot synchronize; sliding frictions become more

important as speed increases. Tumbling though, offers several advantages:

• high stability on multiple environments[40]

• vertical motion makes the microrobot able to reach narrow width area, as310

long as the channel depth is high enough

• if allows horizontal motion using exclusively Helmholtz device (no Maxwell

coils required)

Sliding friction increase with the rotation frequency and tends to curb higher

speed, as µs rises and limits the maximum speed. Supporting information about315

tumbling motion can be found in SI3.

3.2.2. 4 axis gradient magnetic field

Simple magnetophoresis (pulling force) experiences required some instru-

mental effort, in particular to avoid remanent magnetization and hysteresis

phenomenon from the electromagnets core, and to obtain an optimal field. All

details and figure about this optimization can be found in section SI2. Perform-

ing a comparative study between steel and permalloy core, it was possible to

overcome these issues. It provided a way to map the gradient field generated by

an electromagnet and to obtain a global value of drag coefficient β using numer-

ical fit on the tracked positions. In cases where the experiment were disturbed

by an interaction with the environment, the perturbation ε could be estimated
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by modifying equation (4) to better understand in-vitro dynamics thanks to

quantitative analysis.

βv − F − ε = 0 (6)

A gradient distribution was induced using a dome shaped holder containing 4

electromagnets on orthogonal axes and sharing a common center - as can be

seen in Figure 6. The ability to generate a pulling force in any direction of the320

plane by linear superposition of the axes gradients allowed for the achievement

of a movement with up to 30mT amplitude of field and 3mT/cm gradient and

allowed for analysis at high frame rate – 6kframe/s. In the heavily damped

system approximation made previously, microrobot speed was directly related

to the magnetic flux gradient - equations (1) and (4) - and the distribution could325

be directly obtained by analyzing the movement. Due to small distance from

electromagnets and its high proportion of ferromagnetic part, the robot could

reach the propulsion speed up to around 556mm/s, reaching for geometry and

medium viscosity the limits of low Reynolds conditions. Here the system’s power

is limited to ”small speed” to remain in low Reynolds hypothesis, < 20mm/s330

i.e. Re < 10−2.

3.2.3. Open loop fast dynamics control using optical microscopy and tracking

algorithm

Compared to our former system,a different camera allowing dual Camera

Link interface was used. It As magnetic devices were too bulky or the lenses335

working distance was too small to be included in standard microscope, a custom-

made microscope was used that was adapted for our study requirements. At-

tached on a manually controllable 6 DOF optical arm, it was possible to position

anywhere without being in contact with any of the coils or sample. Reflection

lighting was achieved directly from the microscope lens - Figure 7A - with an340

included semi-reflecting mirror. Transmission lighting was achieved from the

bottom part of the setup by an optical fiber source - see Figure 7B. Though

top-lighting could be an advantage because it seems more straightforward and

allowed for us to notice tilt angle variations, a much better contrast and in-
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tensity were observed in the transmission configuration shown in Figure 7C.345

Moreover, as the light is transmitted and not reflected from the robot, it avoids

instability of the robot texture during tracking due to tilt variations. As fast

frame rate and tracking require respectively high intensity (exposure < 1ms)

and steady high contrast, transmission lighting was highly recommended for a

fine measurement.*350

The use of edge detection algorithm - see Movie 4 where edge segments were

superposed in red to the original data - combined with excellent contrast and

easily trackable geometry of the robot allowed to determine angular position

precisely at each frame. Bulb detection allowed the detection of the robot’s

shape - see Movie 5 with superpose detected shape in red, the center of mass355

could be easily deduced from each frame. A high contrast provided by an intense

transmission lighting helped to reduce instability of both tracking algorithms.

3.3. Translational motion analysis, comparative study between backward and

forward motions

The microrobot in microfluidics configuration injected was prepared in 20%360

isopropyl alcohol. This is the same as the rotary dynamics experiments for

the translational dynamics measurements. Due to the magnetization of the

robot, the magnetic gradient could be evaluated in one direction. We provide

in SI4 a detailed explanation of magnetization phenomenon and how we could

take advantage of it for micromanipulation strategy. From the sequences and365

position tracking, the speed could be deduced and directly related to exerted

magnetic force to obtain Figure 8. Setup vibrations, though the setup was

fixed on a damped optical table, were observed as ≈ 1.25kHz non-negligible

component.

As described in the previous section, robot polarization was controllable.370

Backward and forward motion of the robot were compared. A repeatable high

difference was observed between backward and forward motion in terms of dy-

namics. Backward motion displayed in Figure 8 and 9A corresponded to the

magnetic flux from theoretical distribution. Knowing the saturation magne-
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tization is msat = 0.51MA/m, the microrobot magnetization was evaluated375

to be msat = 0.51MA/m. Magnetic gradient maximum could be evaluated

|∇B| =≈ 30mT/cm and maximal magnetic force applied on MagPol could be

deduced ≈ 612nN. Translational viscous drag could then be estimated to be

β = 6.12nN s/µm. Forward motion precisely displays a break at 40% of tra-

jectory (32ms), creating two different regimes – Figure 9B. In pre-breakdown380

regime, the speed increases almost linearly with only mechanical noise due to

vibrations. Afterward, the speed dropped drastically and oscillated around

1.5kpix/s i.e. 60µm/s. A change in the microrobot arm’s contact with sub-

strate could justify the appearance of a speed limit independent from the mag-

netic power that could be used to estimate the perturbation from substrate.385

As opposed to sensing based on rotary dynamics local sensing, translational

motion presented the advantage of quickly scanning horizontal plane. Here, the

gradient field sensing was demonstrated by translational motion. Translational

motions at the micro scale are more challenging because systems are more likely

subject to unexpected interaction with imperfections and substrate interaction.390

Since the mass is decreased drastically (particularly in our system), huge forces

i.e. accelerations are at stake in the motion of our microrobot. The consequences

included difficulties to keep the robot inside field of view justifying working in

a microfluidic chamber.

Another advantage of a high-speed microrobot such as MagPol is that it can395

achieve a higher numer of operation per seconds. The other strategy existing in

the literature is to take advantage of a swarm of microrobot which is still under

strong investigation [43]. In the case of magnetic microrobot, it means having

a global magnetic field directing them in the same directions. It remains chal-

lenging for two reasons. First, inducing magnetization of ferromagnetic body400

tend to make them aggregate if they are too close or create a magnetic dipole

interaction perturbing their dynamics for sensing. Second, the independent con-

trol of several robots requires more sophisticated strategy like tuning the cut off

frequency of the robot using surface chemistry or different robot geometry[31],

or working with different magnetization directions in a rotating magnetic field405
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combined with magnetic gradients.[44]

3.4. Rotary motion and breakdown phenomenon for viscosity and magnetic flux

measurements

The parametric ordinary differential equation (5) was previously described

by Adler et al. [39] as a quite complex behavior with a breakdown phenomenon410

[45, 9] at ΩC generating two different kinetic regimes illustrated in Figure 10A

simulations and with the following equations:

< θ̇ >= ω, ω < ΩC (7)

< θ̇ >= ω −
√
ω2 −Ω2

C , ω ≥ ΩC (8)

where < x > is the average value in time of x, θ is the robot angular position,

ω the magnetic field pulsation and ΩC the cut-off pulsation.

In locked regime, for ω < ΩC , the robot tended quickly to a constant ro-415

tating phase φ = 1/2Asin(ω/ΩC). The issue with measuring the phase was

it only provided a relative value as there is an inherent undetermined delay in

the control loop of any 3M. At higher frequency > 1kHz, the robot did not re-

spond with our device maximal power and the system was considered as mute.

Equation (5) can be exploited in a variety of sensing applications summed up420

in Table 1.

The Figure 10B compares a simulated frequency response using Runge-Kutta

method with an experimental average rotary frequency clearly describing a tran-

sition at 98Hz.It fit with the expected proportional dependency between mag-

netic power and cut-off frequency. It seemed that above cut-off frequency, the425

experimental response dropped faster than in theory. As it was at micro-metric

scale, in chaotic regime, the contribution of electrostatic and capillary forces

absorbed too much energy for equation 5 to be verified and a perturbation term

should be included.

The rotary dynamics were first applied to measure the external magnetic field430

intensity. The robot (450 × 400 × 7µm3) was used inside microfluidic chamber
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(3300 × 2200 × 280µm3) configuration as shown in Figure 2 for this measure-

ment. Isopropyl alcohol with the same concentration for each measurement was

injected to the microfluidic chamber. The planar circular rotating field was gen-

erated with a frequency varying from 1 to 150Hz with 10Hz incremental step,435

then zoomed in the breakdown area with a 1Hz step. The dynamics could be

analyzed with up to 40 images per revolution at maximal frequency (frame rate

> 6kHz). The angular speed was then integrated to obtain an average rotation

rate. The measurements were repeated with different power inputs (each time

calibrated i.e. inducing minimized ellipticity). The algorithm is summed up in440

Figure 11 and Movie 6 sums it up in the case of a 98Hz cut-off frequency. It

also confirms the limit of detection of ΩC is at least 1 Hz.

Figure 12 shows the measured cut-off frequencies in function of the elec-

tromagnetic field intensities. If the sensibility of the system is defined as the

variation of ΩC depending on the power, an experimental value was obtained of445

24.22rad/(s mT). Since nickel is a soft ferromagnetic material of known initial

susceptibility χi = 109 (unitless) and saturation msat = 0.51 × 106A/m [38],

two asymptotic regimes were expected:one fitting a linear response giving us the

ratio between magnetization and viscosity ratio and confirming that the mate-

rial at this point is magnetized. If the required power to start is approximately450

known, fewer points are necessary to determine the coefficient of the line. The

first qualitative result was the confirmation that the robot was magnetized over

3mT flux, the cut-off frequency being proportional to B concomitantly to (9).

From (5), it is directly proportional to the magnetic flux ΩC = (msatB)/γz.

Considering equations (7) and (8), a non-magnetized robot would have had a455

quadratic variation with the magnetic flux ΩC = (χiB
2)/(µ0γz). Quantita-

tive information was also obtained that allows, as the Ni saturation value is

typically0.51 × 106A/m at ambient temperature, to approximate the value of

the damping coefficient.

m ≈ χiB

µ0
, B � BC (9)
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m = msat, B � BC (10)

The same principle could be applied to measure the viscosity of liquid. The same460

setup was used varying the renewal of the liquid environment. The viscosities

of three different liquids were successfully related to cut-off frequencies. The

magnetic field intensity was fixed to 3.06mT to guarantee a constant power in

saturated regime (Figure 12). The measurements were repeated for three differ-

ent viscosities at a fixed magnetic power, using the same post treatment process.465

Figure 13 displays the measured cut-off frequencies in function of different liq-

uid viscosities. The magnetic flux was maintained constant, which defines the

sensibility of the system as the variation of ΩC is a linear function of it. An ex-

perimental slope of 118.1cP/s was obtained. As the response was approximately

linear (constant b = 0.04cP � ν liquid), the contribution from substrate and470

interface phenomenon in dynamic regime was apparently negligible compared

to the viscosity drag in dynamic regime.

The potential fabrications errors of the magnetic instruments are overcome

thanks to the magnetic calibration curve. Fixing hydrodynamic (viscosity and

ionic force of the medium) and magnetic (field power) parameters, the rela-475

tive variation of rotary dynamics cut-off frequency Ωc the influence of substrate

impurity could be deduced and steady rotational motion was observed despite

environmental noise. As the chamber is flushed between each experiment with

a mixture of degassed isopropyl alcohol and water, it was free of debris and

bubbles. The only perturbation observable then came from the substrate im-480

perfections but the experience in permanent regime, i.e. when the robot is locked

with the rotary field, seemed to lead to a negligible contribution of substrate.

3.5. Transition dynamics analysis to study robot-surface interactions

As former analysis seemed to confirm surface interaction is negligible on

the 3M dynamics additionally to the viscous drag, we finally investigated the485

dynamics transition related to a constant uniform magnetic flux.
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First, using a horizontally oscillating single axis field, we observed the time-

response of robot varying the magnetic flux amplitude, tracking the angular

position to precisely access the angular position function of time. A gate func-

tion of average value 0 and 2.5Hz frequency was generated toward x and we490

sweeped amplitude from 0 to 15 mT. This frequency was sufficient to reach the

stable equilibrium position, and allowed to observe three cases of time response.

Below 0.8mT , the microrobot remained static which means the static friction

was too high compared to magnetic flux to overcome. Between 0.8mT and

3mT , we started observing an oscillation between the two stable equilibrium at495

each period. At 0.8mT, it took approximately 2s i.e. 4cycles - see Figure 14a

and Movie 4. Interestingly, these angular positions increases progressively until

reaching the π value which means the dynamic friction decreases with time until

becoming negligible. This confirms an evolution of the microrobot-surface in-

teraction. It was not observed in the breakdown phenomenon as a rotating field500

and not a gate was induced. The robot oscillation displayed a blocked and no

observable transition is observed, which means the magnetic force is sufficient

to change in one oscillation the nature of contact. In the second case, when

amplitudes varied between 3mT to up-to 11mT , the transition to oscillating

regime was spontaneous as can be seen on Figure 14B, meaning the dynamic505

adhesion could be overcome at the first cycle.

These experiments confirmed that there was indeed an inherent interaction

substrate-robot, but that this contribution was overcome once the transition

regime was reached. It also provided a limitation of rotary sensing, as for power

below 0.8mT , the magnetic torque was not sufficient to observe the breakdown510

phenomenon, the 3M could not overcome the substrate static friction and ad-

hesion forces. Former studies like Pawashe et al. have attempted to describe

friction, adhesion and damping from external environment of a 3M[46], this

study offers a complementary approach to experiment and determine limita-

tions induced by these phenomenon.515
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4. Conclusion

It was demonstrated here that remotely powered microrobotic swimmers in-

tegrated to microfluidic devices may not only be used for physical manipulations

like cargo transport, but also serve as wireless physical sensors with the proper

magnetic control system. Taking advantage of the polarization of the 3M fer-520

romagnetic body, an original micromanipulation strategy was demonstrated as

well as remote sensing.

Analyzing elementary rotation and translation displacements could give ac-

cess to hydrodynamic parameters such as viscous drag η and shape factor κ

of 3M, as well as magnetic parameters such as magnetic susceptibility χ. The525

translational sensing by polarizable motion capability could estimate the local

perturbations or viscous drags.

These analysis also could provide quantification of the interaction between

the 3M and the microfluidic substrate. The substrate imperfections and adhe-

sion forces seemed to not have a critical impact in the breakdown phenomenon530

measurement, however they impacted the transition dynamics and revealed a

limitation in terms of magnetic power. The maximum magnetic power was in-

herent to the magnetic control device, whereas the minimum for sensing was

related to substrate imperfections and adhesion force. Future investigation to

deduce the influence of roughness and adhesion force could be investigated.535

Both rotary and translational sensing, combined with automated motions,

may be used in dynamically building physical maps inside microfluidic envi-

ronments where there are challenges to integrate additional sensors. In fu-

ture implementations, the power of magnetic field sensing and viscosity sensing

could be applied to detect a wide range of external physical conditions (ther-540

mally, chemically, or biologically) by increasing the sensing range and resolution

through automated sensing and design optimizations. For example, integrating

a thermostated stage in the experimental device could confirm the 3M capacity

to estimate an estimation of local temperature measuring the viscosity, as it

is function of temperature, of a known media (such as DI water, or isopropyl545
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alcohol).
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Figure 1: Schematic of microfabrication and chip process and integration.
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Figure 2: Photos of microfluidic chip and embedded microrobot.
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Figure 3: Principle of remote magnetic control (photo with schematics for rotary and trans-

lational motions). Two types of magnetic actuation depending on the field distribution.
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Figure 4: Experimental setup for uniform magnetic field control. Photo of the 3D-Helmholtz

device and corresponding magnetic flux distribution of one axis simulated by FEM. Scale bar

is equivalent to 25mm. Map colors correspond to magnetic flux amplitude (in mT ) for a

constant current input. Red arrows indicate streamlines. Scale bar is equivalent to 15mm.
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Figure 5: Calibration curves of the three pairs of Helmholtz coils device. Big coils axis x

is the red line, medium coils axis y is the green line and small coils axis z is the blue line.

The schematic describes a rotating uniform magnetic field after calibration. For each curve,

R2 > 0.9992.
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Figure 6: Experimental setup for gradient control. Photo of the dome shaped device and cor-

responding magnetic flux distribution of one axis simulated by finite element method (FEM).

Color corresponds to magnetic flux amplitude for a constant current input. Green curve cor-

responds to magnetic flux gradient x-component on the solenoid axis, black curve to magnetic

flux x-component on the solenoid axis as well. Scale bar is equivalent to 25mm.
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Figure 7: (A) Top view photo of of the dome device on its optomechanical support. Fluidic

chip is connected to 50mL tank and bottom lighting setup beginning can be observed. (B)

Photo of top lighting using a side light injection with a semi reflecting mirror integrated to the

zoom lens. (C) Photo of bottom lighting optical setup on bottom of our device. (D) Photos

of transmission lighting microscopy and associated Sobel transform (gradient method), red

arrow defines the plotted profile on D. (E) Intensity profile with red arrow corresponding to

C picture. The edges contrast could be observed compared to background and noise. Scale

bar for (A) (B) and (C) are equivalent to 25mm, (D) is equivalent to 500µm.
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Figure 8: Translational dynamics analysis and sensing using gradient magnetic fields. (A),

Gradient field setup and distribution of magnetic flux (norm) from solenoid is proportional

to magnetic force generated on microrobot, thus its speed. (A) scale bar is equivalent to

25mm, (B) to 500µm. (B-E), High-temporal tracking and detected position of translational

motion by local magnetic field gradients. 20µm/pix. Trajectories analysis and comparison

with magnetic gradient (FEM).
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Figure 9: Comparative study of backward and forward motions. (A)Superposed photos of

trajectory at different positions with associated speed distribution extracted from position

tracking. Green dotted lines indicate superposed positions. Backward motion displays ex-

pected dynamics from model. (B) Superposed photos of forward motion. We clearly notice a

split into two different regimes.
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Figure 10: Rotary dynamics-based sensing(A) Average rotation rate from equation (7) and (8)

- displaying breakdown phenomenon - and temporal responses simulated using ODE solver.

Asymptotic frequency responses to rotating magnetic fields can be described by (6) and (7);

each regime typical temporal response is illustrated by the sin-modulated angular orientation

of robot - in black – and B field in red. (B) Comparison of simulated solutions (Runge-Kutta

method) in continuous line and experimental (with tracking) frequency- response marked

point – with a 1 Hz precision. First scan is 10 Hz step. Second, centered around the cut-off

frequency, is 1 Hz.
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Figure 11: Photo of a microrobot in a fluidic chamber displaying in black its magnetization

m and in purple B the applied magnetic flux. The purple curved arrow indicates the rotation

direction. On the right, the flowchart indicates the detection algorithm to determine cut-off

frequency Ωc in the context of uniform planar rotating field.
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Figure 12: Cut-off frequency function of magnetic field amplitude in fixed 1.9cP viscosity

medium, with linear fitting using least-square method in saturated domain.
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Figure 13: Viscosity function of cut-off frequency Inverse at a fixed magnetic power of 3.06mT ,

with linear fitting in green.
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Figure 14: Blue curve displays the measured angular position, under a 0.8mT (left) and a

3mT (right) uniform magnetic field toward x axis. The two dashed red lines indicates when

the oscillations reach permanent regime.
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Table 1: Sensing applications depending on the fixed parameters, Ωc = mB
γz

fixed parameters variable application

B, γz m magnetic moment, ferromagnetic body uniformity

m, γz B local magnetic flux

B, m γz viscous drag, local viscosity, 3M shape influence
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